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SCUOLA DI 
ARCHITETTURA URBANISTICA
INGEGNERIA DELLE 
COSTRUZIONIPOLITECNICO

MILANO 1863

Erasmus Agreement: 1 position

Technical Information

CentraleSupélec
https://www.centralesupelec.fr/
national ranking #54

Promoters BAE: Giuliana  Iannaccone, Gabriele Masera
Promoter ISE: Liberato Ferrara
Language of the courses: English, French*

*courses of general language and culture availables
Language requirements: French Certificate level B1

Building and Architectural Engineering
Ingegneria dei Sistemi EdiliziBorn on 1 January 2015 from the union of the École Centrale Paris and 

Supélec, two of the most important French Engineering Schools (Grandes 
Ecoles d’Ingénieurs), Centrale Supélec trains versatile engineers, with a 
strong managerial culture, a focus on both technical and social aspects and 
a significant international vision. Like the other universities of the Écoles 
Centrales group (Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Nantes), Centrale Supélec’s offers 
is based on a highly multidisciplinary curriculum, which also includes various 
soft skills and broad relationships with the job market. The educational offer is 
based on a common initial part and a wide subsequent choice of specializations 
and options, which face the great challenges of the contemporary world with 
the tools of engineering. Students will be able to choose, among others, the 
specialization in Science and Construction Engineering, which addresses 
in a systemic way the complex issues of conception, construction and 
management of buildings and urban agglomerations by means of digital and 
industrialized tools. The Centrale Supélec campus is located in Paris-Saclay 
and is divided into four newly built buildings (one designed by OMA), which 
host about 4,200 engineering students.

Points of strength

The multidisciplinary educational offer trains future graduates to play 
a professional role of direction and technical coordination of complex 
operations. The strong correlations with the economic and industrial realities 
of France make it possible to carry out interesting internships, which often 
turn into job opportunities.
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